The representation of the spectra and fundamental frequencies of steady-state single- and double-vowel sounds in the temporal discharge patterns of guinea pig cochlear-nerve fibers.
Psychophysical results using double vowels imply that subjects are able to use the temporal aspects of neural discharge patterns. To investigate the possible temporal cues available, the responses of fibers in the cochlear nerve of the anesthetized guinea pig to synthetic vowels were recorded at a range of sound levels up to 95 dB SPL. The stimuli were the single vowels /i/ [fundamental frequency (f0) 125 Hz], /a/ (f0, 100 Hz), and /c/ (f0, 100 Hz) and the double vowels were /a(100),i(125)/ and /c(100),i(125)/. Histograms synchronized to the period of the double vowels were constructed, and locking of the discharge to individual harmonics was estimated from them by Fourier transformation. One possible cue for identifying the f0's of the constituents of a double vowel is modulation of the neural discharge with a period of 1/f0. Such modulation was found at frequencies between the formant peaks of the double vowel, with modulation at the periods of 100 and 125 Hz occurring at different places in the fiber array. Generation of a population response based on synchronized responses [average localized synchronized rate (ALSR): see Young and Sachs [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 66, 1381-1403 (1979)] allowed estimation of the f0's by a variety of methods and subsampling the population response at the harmonics of the f0 of the constituent vowel achieved a good reconstruction of its spectrum. Other analyses using interval histograms and autocorrelation, which overcome some problems associated with the ALSR approach, also allowed f0 identification and vowel segregation. The present study has demonstrated unequivocally that the timing of the impulses in auditory-nerve fibers provides copious possible cues for the identification of the fundamental frequencies and spectra associated with each of the constituents of double vowels.